
Data Unit = ARRIVALS
g with Total Arrivals During Response Period for 7,623 respondents)

(2^) No Requests  0.939 (278,222)

(3^) Declined   0.064 (1,141)
(3)  Accepted  0.936 (16,802)

IC1A   ICACs accepted or declined for these arrivals

(2) Request  0.060 (17,943)

IC1   # of ICACs requested for these arrivals

(1)  Arrivals last 60 days  1.000 (296,165)
[Extracted from Section A]

Subordinate facts that include a 
“hatted” (^) item are mutually 
exclusive and complementary.  
The sum of the event counts in the 
subordinate facts should always 
equal the event count of the 
higher-level fact to which they 
relate.  Their collective event rates 
should always sum to 1.

Higher-level Fact

Subordinate Facts

Event Count

Event Rate
(marginal probability)

Note: When I originally did the analysis, I 
made 2 dichotomous groupings of 
responses, as you have in these slides (yes 
vs [no, DK, RF]).  Tom suggested the 
change to 3 groups, (yes, no, other), with 
the “other” group cases ignored when 
calculating rates and CIs.  He’s got a good 
example for why this is a reasonable 
approach.  So, in the Section C tables I 
sent you, the number of cases will no 
longer add up to the number of cases in 
the feeder nodes.  This means in these 
slides the numbers in parentheses will no 
longer add up to the previous level’s 
numbers. The collective rates still sum to 
one.  In all cases, the number of [NA, RF, 
DK] is small, relative to the number of 
people asked the question…it ranges 
between 0 and 15%. – DKC



Data Unit = ARRIVALS
(starting with Total Arrivals During Response Period for 7,623 respondents)

(2^) No Requests  0.939 (278,222)

(3^) Declined   0.064 (1,141)

(4^)  No Problem Arrivals  0.936 (15,719)

(5) YES  0.583 (631)
(5^) NO/RF/DK  0.417 (452)

IC1B1  Unstabilized approach

(6) YES  0.195 (211)
(6^) NO/RF/DK  0.805 (872)

IC1B2  Missed approach

(7) YES  0.046 (50)
(7^) NO/RF/DK  0.954 (1,033)

IC1B3  Airborne conflict

(8) YES  0.197 (213)
(8^) NO/RF/DK  0.803 (870)

IC1B4  Wake turbulence

(9) YES  0.030 (33)
(9^) NO/RF/DK  0.970 (1,050)

IC1B5 Out-of-limits winds

(10) YES  0.000 (0)
(10^) NO/RF/DK  1.000 (1,083)

IC1B6  Wrong runway landing

(11) YES  0.546 (591)
(11^) NO/RF/DK  0.454 (492)

IC1B7  Long or fast landing

(12) YES  0.006 (7)
(12^) NO/RF/DK  0.994 (1,076)

IC1B8  Landing w/o clearance

(13) YES  0.048 (52)
(13^) NO/RF/DK  0.952 (1,031)

IC1B9  Ground conflict

(14) YES  0.442 (479)
(14^) NO/RF/DK  0.558 (604)

IC1B10  Other

(4)  Problem arrivals  0.064 (1,083)

IC1B  ICACs followed by one or more undesirable events

(3)  Accepted  0.936 (16,802)

IC1A   ICACs accepted or declined for these arrivals

(2) Request  0.060 (17,943)

IC1   # of ICACs requested for these arrivals

(1)  Arrivals last 60 days  1.000 (296,165)
[Extracted from Section A]



(15^)  Earlier ICACs Accepted  0.764 (12,830)

(16^)  NO/RF/DK  0.279 (1,108)

(17^)  NO/RF/DK   0.132 (379)

(19^) NO/RF/DK  0.559 (1,389)

(20^) NO/RF/DK  ???

(21^)  NO/RF/DK  ??
(21)  YES  ? ?

IC6A - Inputs loaded properly

(22^)  NO/RF/DK  ??
(22)  YES  ??

IC6B Programming completed in time

(23^)  NO/RF/DK  ??
(23)  YES  ??

IC6C Inputs cross-checked

(24)  YES  ??
(24^)  NO/RF/DK ??

IC6D - Other programming problems

(20) Yes  ???

IC6 - Programming difficulties encountered

(19)  YES  0.441 (1,096)

IC5  Attempted to Reprogram FMS/C

(17)  YES   0.868 (2,485)

IC4A  Can store multiple routes

(18)  YES  0.306 (876)
(18^)  NO/RF/DK   0.694 (1,988)

IC4B  Nav/Com changeable thru FMS/C

(25)  YES  0.734 (804)
(25^)  NO/RF/DK 0.266 (292)

IC7  FMS/C helped overall

(16)  YES  0.721 (2,864)

IC4  FMS/C equipped

(15)  Most Recent ICAC Accepted  0.236 (3,972)

<prompt>  [Focus on most recent ICAC accepted]

(3)  ICACs Accepted  1.000 (16,802)

There is no IC6 main question.  
I got this rate by taking all the 
pilots who answer “yes” to 
6A,B,C & “no” to 6D and 
divided by the number of pilots 
who answered all IC6 questions 
– DKC

6% (67) 
94% (1026)

9% (99) 
91% (996)

32% (350) 
68% (732)

9% (98) 
91% (998)

61% (655) 
39% (424)



(27)  YES   0.467 (840)
(27^)  NO/RF/DK   0.533 (958)

IC8A  Change from instrument to visual

(26)  YES  0.453 (1,798)

(28)  YES   0.021 (46)
(28^)  NO/RF/DK  0.979 (2,128)

IC9  Change from visual to instrument

(26^)  NO/RF/DK  0.547 (2,174)

IC8  Aircraft on instrument approach

(29)  YES  0.159 (631)
(29^)  NO/RF/DK   0.841 (3,341)

IC10  Programmed for an Auto-Coupled Approach

(30^)  NO/RF/DK 0.279 (1,107)

(31) Yes  0.878 (2,515)
(31^) NO/RF/DK 0.122 (350)

IC11A - Change from one parallel to another

(30)  YES  0.721 (2,865)

IC11  Change of runway assignment

(32) YES  0.146 (582)
(32^) NO/RF/DK  0.854 (3,390)

IC12 - Change altitude assignment

(33) YES  0.325 (1,291)
(33^) NO/RF/DK  0.675 (2,681)

IC13 - Change airspeed assignment

(15)  Most Recent ICAC Accepted  0.236 (3,972)



(34^)  NO/RF/DK  ?

(37)  YES  ? (899)
(37^)  NO/RF/DK   ?  ?

IC14B  Change of ATC frequency

(35^)  NO/RF/DK  ?

(36) Yes  ???
(36^) NO/RF/DK ???

IC14A1 - New navaid identity was confirmed

(35)  YES ?  (2,383)

IC14A Change of navaid frequency

(38)  YES  ? (2,012)
(38^)  NO/RF/DK ?  ?

IC14C  Revision to approach briefing

(39) YES  ? (761)
(39^) NO/RF/DK  ?  ?

IC14D - Change to aircraft configuration

(40) YES  ? (1,429)
(40^) NO/RF/DK  ?  ?

IC14E - Disconnection of one or more auto-control systems

(34)  YES  ?

IC14A thru E  One or more responses to clearance changes

(15)  Most Recent ICAC Accepted  0.236 (3,972)

23% (899) 
77% (3079)

40% (1613) 
60% (2383)

77% (1797) 
23% (550)

50% (2012) 
50% (1991)

0.1903 (761) 
0.8097 (3238)

0.3585 (1429) 
0.6415 (2557)

13% (527) 
87% (3413)

There is no IC14 main 
question.  I got this rate by 
taking all the pilots who answer 
“yes” to 14A,B,C,D or E and 
divided by the number of pilots 
who answered all IC14 
questions but IC14A – DKC



(40^)  NO/RF/DK  ?

(41)  YES  ? (79)
(41^)  NO/RF/DK  ?

IC15A - Wake turbulence avoidance

(42)  YES  ?  (1,436)
(42^)  NO/RF/DK  ?

IC15B - Maintaining traffic flow & separation

(43) YES  ?  (277)
(43^) NO/RF/DK  ?

IC15C - Providing a runway favorable to gate

(44) YES  ?  (146)
(44^) NO/RF/DK  ?

IC15D - Change in active runways

(45) YES  ?  (90)
(45^) NO/RF/DK  ?

IC15E - Weather or wind factors

(46) YES  ?  (19)
(46^) NO/RF/DK  ?

IC15F - Noise abatement factors

(47) YES  ?  (6)
(47^) NO/RF/DK  ?

IC15G - ATC equipment problems

(48)  YES  ?  (163)
(48^)  NO/RF/DK  ?

IC15H - Other reasons

(40)  YES ?

IC15 - One or more reasons given for change

(15)  Most Recent ICAC Accepted  0.236 (3,972)

0.5702 (2242) 
0.4298 (1690)

0.0469 (79) 
0.9531 (1607)

0.8527 (1436) 
0.1473 (248)

0.1643 (277) 
0.8357 (1409)

0.0865 (146) 
0.9135 (1542)

0.0533 (90) 
0.9467 (1598)

0.0113 (19) 
0.9887 (1668)

0.0036 (6) 
0.9964 (1677)

0.0969 (163) 
0.9031 (1520)
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